A “NEW” DOUBLE-SIDED MINI-SIZE INSERT AND HOLDER LINE, AN ECONOMICAL ALTERNATIVE TO STANDARD POSITIVE TURNING AND BORING INSERTS

- Double-sided miniature inserts (7mm IC)
- Optimized turning for low depths of cut (up to 2mm)
- Inserts feature the same cutting edge angle as standard positive inserts (zero degrees)
- Low cutting forces promotes very good surface finish
- Excellent chip control at lower depths of cut
- Stable screw clamping
- Suitable for general purpose machining of small parts, especially on Swiss type automatic lathes

DEAL A
PURCHASE 20 inserts & RECEIVE one external holder at 50% OFF!
- PC 114A -

DEAL B
PURCHASE 30 inserts & RECEIVE one internal holder at 50% OFF!
- PC 114B -